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20 Good Things Kids Can Do in Times of War / . . . Peace

2003-03-01

gives an overview of the history of war the causes and consequences of war and terorrism and information on efforts to
avoid military violence

The New 50 Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth

2009-05-01

in the new 50 simple things kids can do to save the earth sophie and john have revised the original best selling book for a
concerned and vibrant 2 0 youth market it s easy to do and kid friendly projects show that kids can make a difference and each
chapter is packed with tons of links to groups and resources what makes this book stand out though is that it doesn t just
inform kids it encourages them to make a difference by providing them their friends and their families the tools to take action
together john and sophie enlighten educate and encourage our children with easy and smart ways to save the earth pretty
darn cool huh we thought so what you can do order now and help save the only earth we ve got mother earth needs our help
now

50 Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth

1990

explains how specific things in a child s environment are connected to the rest of the world how using them affects the planet
and how the individual can develop habits and projects that are environmentally sound

Raising Can-Do Kids

2015-08-04

in a world that s changing at warp speed our kids will need to navigate a path to success without a roadmap something
entrepreneurs do every day what if we looked to the world of entrepreneurship in addition to child development experts for
insights on helping kids gain the skills they ll need in order to prosper personally and professionally raising can do kids is the
first book to make a link between the essential qualities that make great entrepreneurs tick and what we know about how
children learn and grow offering parents proven ways to raise kids who embrace the uncertain challenging adventure that is
growing up in today s and tomorrow s changing world each chapter is devoted to a quality including curiosity inventiveness
optimism opportunity seeking compassion and service and reveals how parents can nurture these qualities filled with engaging
examples and actionable insights raising can do kids introduces a timely new paradigm for parents one that will help future
proof our children and set them up for success on their own terms

Why Bright Kids Get Poor Grades and what You Can Do about it

2008

millions of gifted children fail to reach their potential something dr sylvia rimm calls underachievement syndrome drawing on
clinical research and experience counseling families of gifted children dr rimm has developed a six step program that provides
everything you need to know to turn your child s underachievement into success

Expect More: Children Can Do Remarkable Things

2010-09-22

this book encourages teachers parents grandparents and volunteers who work with children to expect more it focuses on the
skills children will need to compete in a highly competitive global economy from systems thinking to interpreting complex visual
images to integrative thinking our children need a whole new skill set for too long science and social studies have been moved
to the back burner ironically these subjects hold great interest and opportunity to investigate concepts in depth we need to
bring them to center stage throughout the book the author provides many concrete examples of ways for teachers and
parents to engage children in meaningful conversation and problem solving somewhere along the way we seem to have stopped
challenging children and started enabling them instead perhaps this is through no fault of our own as teachers and parents we
genuinely care about children we feel for them when they are sick when they are bullied or when they are struggling quite simply
it is our nature to protect with the best of intentions we tend to try and eliminate the struggle but the struggle is essential
to growth and a personal sense of accomplishment as children work their way through challenges they build the confidence
and habits of mind needed to embrace the next challenge that comes along this book is an invitation to adults to expect more
of themselves and of the children they care about the invitation is yours to accept

Kids Can Do It! (Set)

2017-08-15

gardens parties forts bands and businesses creativity is at the heart of all these activities this empowering series encourages
readers to take on independent projects each book is full of step by step instructions and inspiring ideas such as planting mini
gardens in upcycled boots beautiful photographs and fun graphics help readers visualize each stage of their own projects
readers can also use these ideas as springboards for original work these engaging how to guides will help readers develop life
skills from budgeting to teamwork along the way readers will also explore music math and science topics
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50 Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth

1990-01-01

explains how specific things in a child s environment are connected to the rest of the world how using them affects the planet
and how the individual can develop habits and projects that are environmentally sound

I Can Do Anything!

2022-02-03

this picture book introduces readers to a variety of strong children who demonstrate their aptitude to deal with whatever
life throws their way through clear declarative and affirmative statements the text guides a young reader to discover their
own brilliance whatever that may be

Global Change--what You Can Do

1991

this journal will help kids feel more confident relaxed and happy in all aspects of their life adorned with fun illustrations it is
designed to develop a can do attitude that encourages having a go accepting that mistakes might be made along the way from
this kids can develop the mindset to take the small steps needed to make big dreams come true full of practical techniques and
fun activities from drawing and colouring to thought provoking questions this journal from parenting expert sue atkins will
empower children to build resilience and a growth mindset it is the perfect tool to help kids find their superpowers and put
small changes into practice that will make a big difference to their lives

The Can-Do Kid's Journal

2020-04-21

gardens parties forts bands and businesses creativity is at the heart of all these activities this empowering series encourages
readers to take on independent projects each book is full of step by step instructions and inspiring ideas such as planting mini
gardens in upcycled boots beautiful photographs and fun graphics help readers visualize each stage of their own projects
readers can also use these ideas as springboards for original work these engaging how to guides will help readers develop life
skills from budgeting to teamwork along the way readers will also explore music math and science topics

Kids Can Do It! (Set)

2017-08-15

101 simple service projects kids can do teaches kids as much about serving god as it does about serving others in unique ways
kids will discover why we re to serve along with dozens and dozens of ideas for serving their families friends communities
churches and even field missionaries each service project large or small is based on a scripture verse and is a way to put their
faith into action while helping others in need from full size serving projects to acts of kindness kids can share in a moment your
class will discover that kids can make a difference perfect for sunday school vbs children s church and outreach programs
anytime you want your kids to serve god and others with love

101 Simple Service Projects Kids Can Do

2013-11

focuses on teaching children four important values responsibility kindness cooperation and respect includes activities many of
which are designed for group work

Can-Do Kids

2000

the can do can do book is meant to be educational yet fun by allowing the child to develop their mind as well as their
imagination it contains practice area for writing as well as puzzles to help in developing cognitive ability the crafts chosen
will keep them occupied as they develop their motor skills with time practice and patience the stories included will come alive
when read aloud we encourage parents and teachers to make time for this important way of inspiring the young mind in addition
it will be a great tool for the building of relationships and teamwork

My Can Do Can Do Book

2011-07

i can do this and so much more is an interactive children s book filled with inspiration and messages of positivity to help foster
and develop a positive and growth mindset in children the book is comprised of eight different topics each topic is briefly
explained and followed up by a short story which is based from the author s family after each story there is a simple activity
which can be completed with your child so they can apply the lesson to their own lives follow along with sophie the bear as
she struggles to get the basketball into the hoop and how to develop a no quit attitude watch lenny the lion as he learns
about setting up his own youtube show and how it will take consistency to get followers read about how max the
butterfly gets his colors back when he learns to talk kindly about himself find out how kiki the elephant overcomes her
struggles with learning to ride her bike without training wheels these and many other stories in the book are illustrated in
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beautiful watercolor and features whimsical characters and settings that will teach children to develop an i can do this
attitude and to celebrate their mistakes along the way which will put them on a path of success in their life the topics in the
book include the importance of not giving up going after their dreams making a difference in the world talking kindly to
themselves persevering with they are frustrated always working to improve learning from their mistakes being patient because
things take timepositive children go on to become positive adults to help setup our our children for the best future possible
these valuable life skills need to be taught at an early age i can do this and so much more is geared to children ages 5 11 and
is perfect for young readers and for children in elementary school the stories can be read independently done with a parent or
caregiver or in a classroom setting

Kids Can Do Pack

2005-01-01

david fisher presents primary and middle school children with a fun way to stay fit all year long indoors and out it includes
94 cool jump rope tricks starting with easy activities to get six year olds started and goes all the way up to show off
tricks you won t believe your twelve year olds can do each trick is presented with step by step photographs with simple clear
instructions your kids can use to master them

I Can Do This and So Much More!

2020-09-07

kids with physical challenges have some kind of difficulty using their bodies that might make it harder to do things like get
around or use their hands to write or draw sometimes the physical challenge is something a person is born with and sometimes
it s something that happens later some people with physical challenges use wheelchairs some use crutches and some have an
artificial limb there are many different types of physical challenges and different ways to deal with each type but all kids with
physical challenges are still kids living their lives and having friends interests and their own likes and dislikes cover p 4

Cook Jump-rope Tricks You Can Do

2014

a bug can buzz and zap a dog can yip and yap but the king street kids can do even more join them back cover

I Can Do It!

2011

explains things that children can do to recycle at home at school or anywhere

You Can Do It!

2011-08-01

step into the enchanting world of harmonyville with the can do kids embracing differences this heartwarming children s book
introduces a group of extraordinary youngsters with unique abilities celebrating diversity and friendship from jordyn s
expressive sign language to jaxson s superhero wheelchair each can do kid showcases their special powers with joy written by
jenn cole illustrated by dorrell howard this captivating story unfolds through miss jenn their inspiring teacher who embodies
the can do spirit with delightful illustrations and empowering narratives young readers embark on a journey where differences
are superpowers and each page radiates with positivity explore the delightful adventures of julia jaxson kalee miyah sadie
sloane and trevor each character imparting valuable lessons about resilience courage and acceptance the can do kids is more
than a story it s a celebration of uniqueness emphasizing that embracing differences creates a stronger kinder community perfect
for children aged 3 and up this book encourages inclusivity understanding and the power of friendship share the magic of
harmonyville with your little ones and join the can do movement today get your copy of the can do kids embracing differences
now available on amazon let the adventures begin

50 Simple Things Kids Can Do to Recycle

1994

when lorelei burk adopted her twins when they were just a few days old she only had 9 days to prepare to bring her babies home
from the hospital she had to learn quick how to put her babies on a schedule to survive whether you are a parent of one child
or multiples this book will teach you how to put your baby or toddler on a feeding and sleeping schedule she will explain the
rules of attachment give advice on sleep training how to do time ins instead of time outs how to be prepared for hospital
emergencies how to deal with the big emotions of toddlers how to survive the holidays and travelling and how to color code
everything she will also give you advice on how to get your child working in film and television this book is for all parents
who are trying to make their days more manageable and would rather have them filled with wonderful positive memories instead
of melt downs and tantrums with a schedule you can learn how to anticipate your child s needs and be proactive which
results in children who are happier calmer well behaved and have no trouble with transitioning to different activities
throughout the day if you are looking for some hot tips a bit of advice and a few laughs this is a fantastic survival guide
that is a fast read that will hopefully make your most important job in the world of parenting a little bit easier

The Can-Do Kids - Embracing Differences

2024-02-02

when it comes to parenting a child with a hidden disability everyone seems to have an opinion here naomi simmons writes from
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experience offering new solutions for when conventional parenting strategies just don t work whether it be autism adhd ocd a
mood or anxiety disorder with or without a diagnosis if you have a child with any hidden disability this is the book for you
naomi simmons is a parent of children with a range of hidden disabilities she provides candid guidance on how best to support
children in this situation dealing with meltdowns school avoidance self harm anxiety and depression and shares the experiences
of others who really do get it addressing common concerns and hurdles this book helps you respond to your child s needs and
challenges while developing their unique strengths and talents

How to Put Your Kids on A Schedule

2023-06-15

inspire calm and cooperation with engaging odd activities for kids ages 6 to 12 raising children with oppositional defiant
disorder odd takes consistent practice and an extra dose of patience find the guidance you need with this supportive parenting
book written especially for parents of children with odd inside you ll find 100 activities designed to help kids reach their full
potential as they learn to connect with people in positive ways understand odd gain greater insight into oppositional defiant
disorder and the emotional social and academic effects it can have on your child reinforce essential skills kids will learn how
to regulate their emotions with activities that help them identify their feelings practice self control build self esteem and more
jump right in straightforward instructions simple materials and advice for maximizing each exercise make it easy for you and
your child to get started right away break through challenging odd behavior and reclaim your relationship with your child

Raising Kids with Hidden Disabilities

2022-04-21

klein argues that adult success is often established in the developmental preschool years she shares advice for parents on
how to promote such success driving positive attributes as resilience self regulation and empathy

Oppositional Defiant Disorder Activities

2022-11-22

it can be stressful being a kid today this interactive book invites children to colour think write and draw and let out their
emotions that sometimes they don t want to bother their parents with this encourages them to talk to their parents and
express their emotions in healthy ways that help them to become healthy and balanced adults it is all about what a person
believes is possible for them it s not about where they have come from it s where they are going they are the future it can be
difficult for kids today the modern world evolves at a faster pace every year we want the very best for our kids yet
sometimes we don t realise what pressure society puts on them they often hold in stress and anxiety often not wanting to
worry their parents and we wrongly assume they are without stress at early ages scientific breakthroughs now show kids
experience many adult emotions from an early age they often don t want to worry their parents so hold it all inside as they
grow and learn their active minds act like sponges absorbing all information that comes their way often it is a source of
amusement as they repeat pretty much everything they hear this is part of their brain s development and helps in learning and
retaining information often what we don t realise is that some of what is being learned and copied is damaging to their self
worth and individual identity it is so important for these beautiful bright young souls to be able to express themselves fully
a study by leading british psychologists has proven that many boys between the ages of 4 to 10 can only express anger
leading to aggressive behaviour in later life from early ages this is often expressed in war games which are often encouraged
they are not often encouraged to release their fears and stresses by talking or writing down their feelings in a journal
allowing them to talk about how they feel on a daily basis helps release unhappiness and stress allowing them time to grow
play learn and be the best they can be to become healthy and balanced adults many girls have been found to put excessive
importance on looks over emotions in this age of the selfie they too need a release for all that stress and anxiety this book is
aimed at children between 5 and 10 years old to get them to interact write play colour in think and most importantly of all
release all that is troubling them it is valuable time away from the mobile cell phone ipad laptop computer or latest gadget
please buy this little book for them to interact with it has been made with love for all the worlds children who are the future
of our world

How Toddlers Thrive

2015-02-24

now you too can collaborate with your little one on art masterpieces and decorative crafts as well as play educational
games the 103 activities are split into four main categories that correspond to the four seasons many of the projects can be
done during any season but the subcategories are themed some of the activities require your close supervision many of the arts
and crafts projects will result in beautiful seasonal decorations to display in your home

I Can Do Anything! I Can Be Anything!: Mindfulness for Kids

2019-02-24

provides busy parents with simple realistic advice to help ensure that the relationship between their kids and their dog is safe
and enjoyable for all you will learn how to help your child and dog develop a strong relationship built on trust and
cooperation set your family up for success with a minimum of effort recognize canine stress signals and know when your dog is
getting worried about normal kid activity identify serious behavior problems before someone gets hurt prevent your child from
becoming part of a growing statistic children who have been bitten by a dog

103 Crafts & Activities for Preschoolers & Toddlers

2014-05-20
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teaching children bible basics is a book of 34 old and new testament lessons that helps children ages 8 10 learn how to use
the bible the lessons and activities are designed to teach children how the bible came to be how to use this important book
about the torah and about the important stories of the hebrew and christian testaments key features features 16 old
testament and 20 new testament lessons provides 30 to 45 minute experiential lessons that teach children how to use the
bible each lesson accommodates the needs of various learning styles each lesson highlights a specific desired result for example
students will discover and retell the creation story day by day each lesson includes a lesson focus a scripture text a
section listing materials needed various learning activities discussion questions related to the bible topics being discovered
and a closing prayer key benefits teachers will be enabled to teach children aged 8 10 basic bible skills through interactive
bible lessons that stimulate creativity and critical thinking teachers will find practical help and guidance in how children can
gain a working knowledge of the structure of the bible the organization of the books of the bible and the significance of the
bible to christians can be used with any bible translation

Living with Kids and Dogs ... Without Losing Your Mind

2013

how to raise kids who aren t assholes is a clear actionable sometimes humorous but always science based guide for parents on
how to shape their kids into honest kind generous confident independent and resilient people who just might save the world one
day as an award winning science journalist melinda wenner moyer was regularly asked to investigate and address all kinds of
parenting questions how to potty train when and whether to get vaccines and how to help kids sleep through the night but as
melinda s children grew she found that one huge area was ignored in the realm of parenting advice how do we make sure our kids
don t grow up to be assholes on social media in the news and from the highest levels of government kids are increasingly
getting the message that being selfish obnoxious and cruel is okay hate crimes among children and teens are rising while
compassion among teens has been dropping we know of course that young people have the capacity for great empathy resilience
and action and we all want to bring up kids who will help build a better tomorrow but how do we actually do this how do
we raise children who are kind considerate and ethical inside and outside the home who will grow into adults committed to
making the world a better place how to raise kids who aren t assholes is a deeply researched evidence based primer that
provides a fresh often surprising perspective on parenting issues from toddlerhood through the teenage years first melinda
outlines the traits we want our children to possess including honesty generosity and antiracism and then she provides
scientifically based strategies that will help parents instill those characteristics in their kids learn how to raise the kind of
kids you actually want to hang out with and who just might save the world

Creative Can-do Crafts

1997

this book is a way of sharing insights empirically gathered over decades of interactive media development by the author and
other children s designers included is as much emerging theory as possible in order to provide background for practical and
technical aspects of design while still keeping the information accessible the author s intent for this book is not to create an
academic treatise but to furnish an insightful and practical manual for the next generation of children s interactive media and
game designers key features provides practical detailing of how children s developmental needs and capabilities translate to
specific design elements of a piece of media serves as an invaluable reference for anyone who is designing interactive games for
children or adults detailed discussions of how children learn and how they play provides lots of examples and design tips on
how to design content that will be appealing and effective for various age ranges accessible approach based on years of
successful creative business experience covers basics across the gamut from developmental needs and learning theories to
formats colors and sounds

Teaching Children Bible Basics

2011-12-01

each day brings new tests and challenges and incredible happiness as we watch our children grow from helpless newborn to
independent teen the art of raising happy kids can t provide all the answers but it can help resolve some often biggest issues
facing parents from coping with the sniffles to navigating social media whether you re cradling an infant or getting ready to
send you child off to college the most important things is to enjoy the ride every parent wants their child to be happy healthy
and well adjusted but in an ever changing world how do we do just that in this book experts in child development pediatrics
psychology and social work provide simple straightforward advice on how to help your child grow up to be a strong caring
individual it includes information on what it takes to keep a child healthy including the newest research on nutrition sleep
exercise and development it illustrates how to build strong family ties including bolstering emotional intelligence effective
communication strategies and why it s okay to let your child occasionally fail plus advice on navigating the world at large
from finding a balance with social media to coping with bullies and overcoming depression finally developmental guidelines for
every age from newborns to teens help the reader navigate the changes a child will face parenting can be a challenge and this
book is here to make the journey a little bit easier

Selling Out the Kids Grades 4-6

2021-07-20

written for children this book explains the environmental problems the world is currently facing and suggests ways in which
the child can take positive action to help the earthworks group has also written 50 simple things you can do to save the
earth

How to Raise Kids Who Aren't Assholes

2019-09-23

in this heartwarming and hilarious memoir claude knobler describes how he learned the hard way that the apple actually can
fall far from the tree and that s okay already the biological parents of a seven year old son and a five year old daughter
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claude knobler and his wife decided to adopt nati a five year old ethiopian boy who seemed different from knobler in every
conceivable way after more than five years spent trying to turn his wild silly adopted african son into a quiet neurotic jewish
guy like himself knobler realized the importance of having the courage to love accept and let go of his children in this
wonderfully written memoir knobler explains how his experiences raising nati led him to learn a lesson that applied equally
well to parenting his biological children it s essential to spend the time we are given with our children to love them and enjoy
them rather than push and mold them into who we think they should be

Understanding Kids, Play, and Interactive Design

2020-07-14

provides parents with ideas activities and ways to spend time with children to develop children s life skills and important
values

The New Art of Raising Happy Kids

1992

10 proven practices to help children thrive in a world that seems to grow more unpredictable and challenging by the day how
can we increase learning and joy for children while offering them much needed support uncertainty and disruption have created a
youth mental health crisis that requires all hands on deck this urgently needed guidebook offers comprehensive and
scientifically grounded methods you can use to support young people s well being no matter what obstacles they face
written by an expert with decades of experience in education youth development and social work this timely and timeless
resource includes 10 practices that can prevent and address mental health challenges and enable young people to thrive
strategies for taking care of kids while also taking care of yourself information on the most pressing issues youth face from
nurturing healthy relationships to building community and belonging key takeaways and reflection questions for individual use
and group discussion as well as try now sections with tips and tools that can be used immediately providing essential
information practical advice stories and time tested strategies to help kids live and learn whole child whole life is required
reading for anyone who is working with caring for or raising young people

Fifty Simple Things Kids Can Do to Save the Earth

2015-01-02

god wants you to believe you can do everything with him at your side this 21 day devotional for young children will help
them believe they can do all things by memorizing simple scripture verses stories drawing and coloring this devotional is perfect
for instilling an i can attitude at a young age

More Love, Less Panic

1995

Fun Things to Do with Your Kids

2023-04-26

Whole Child, Whole Life

2021-08-11

Kid Can
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